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In the spring of 2016, Nashville’s Saint Cloud
Hill was home to more than 20 of our homeless
neighbors who’d installed an ambitious warren
of tents, decks, rain tarps and fire pits at the site.
Organized by their charismatic “Captain” — a
prolific singer-songwriter named Chris Scott
— those men and women created a working
communal living space, but more importantly,
they created a community. The Saint Cloud Hill
tent city became a place where drug addicts got
clean and the anxious energies that come with
a life on the street found direction and purpose
— there was always a deck to build, wood to
chop or a trail to clear and mulch on the hill.
Saint Cloud Hill has always beckoned to outsiders — slaves seeking to escape a life in bondage created a camp on the hill near Fort Negley
during the Civil War. And this latest chapter of
the place has been documented in Sean Clark
and Jace Freeman’s new film, Saint Cloud Hill.
The film touches on city management, policing
practices, development and gentrification, homelessness and affordable housing. But it also almost
stubbornly avoids getting caught up in too many
details. Instead Saint Cloud Hill is an impressionistic and poetic film that’s full of emotions and
sensations not statistics and chattering experts.
The film’s immersive cinematography makes
the experience of life on Saint Cloud Hill immediate and sensual. We walk in Scott’s footsteps
as he hauls wooden shipping pallets back to

camp one at a time — they’re stripped for raw
building materials and transformed into decks
and steps. We sit around a fire with the hill’s
residents as they eat bread, and drink coffee,
and stare into the flames. We spend a sunny
afternoon lounging in outdoor furniture listening to A Prairie Home Companion on a battery

operated jam box radio. We’re awakened in the
middle of the night by glare of police flashlights.
Watching this film we get to know life on
Saint Cloud Hill, but we also get to know a lot
about the homeless people who created that community. This movie is packed with scenes of physical labor dispelling clichés about lazy living on the
streets — Captain Chris and his crew are nothing
if not creative and industrious. We find out about
the catastrophic health crisis and previous incarcerations that can precipitate a spiral into homelessness. We see how basic activities like bathing
and cooking can be hacked for a life in an urban
woods. We also learn about the vulnerability
of lives caught between poverty and progress.
Captain Chris is quick-witted and kindhearted, but also frustrated and exhausted as
the camp struggles to survive against the city
forces that own the public land the camp is on,
and pressure from developers who have their
own designs — literally — for the hill. If this
movie has a star, it’s Scott. His bright-eyed enthusiasm and infectious laughter make him the
empathetic protagonist this movie needs. Scott’s
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eloquence and commitment to this community
make him a natural leader, and a perfect spokesman for the people who lived in community
at Saint Cloud Hill before the city dismantled
the camp and bulldozed the entire natural area.
One day we might get a Saint Cloud Hill
movie that illuminates its history as a shelter for
vulnerable populations, and that does a detailed
investigation of the roles the city, developers,
and the police all played in the razing of what
was Nashville’s largest tent city. This is not that
film. This subject deserves deep documentary
journalism, but Saint Cloud Hill is ultimately
more artistically ambitious than that. Instead
of giving us stats and bureaucrats this film is
offers an emotional and moving portrait of
a place and the people who called it home.
Saint Cloud Hill premiers at the Belcourt at 7
p.m. on May 28.
Joe Nolan is a critic, columnist and performing singer/
songwriter based in East Nashville. Find out more about his
projects at www.joenolan.com.

